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1 Release 7.03.05 Changes  

Release 7.03.05 is a bi-weekly maintenance release for SonarWiz. It includes a few 
new new features, but mostly staff and customer issue fixes, all described below.  
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This release continues support for the new SonarWiz GUI and workflow, with high-
resolution sidescan, sub-bottom, single-beam and bathymetry data supported, along 
with magnetometry post-processing. Stream-lined sidescan and sub-bottom import 
process now uses 32-bit high-precision floating point data for both data types, making 
import easier. Individual per-file gain controls are now applied if needed, during post-
processing after import. The COLOR WINDOW and adjustment histogram has become 
the important replacement GUI tool for the older brightness/hue/contrast controls, and it 
integrates all the older controls into one new tool. Enjoy the new PROPERTIES views of 
selected data items now, presenting heads-up data available in view, which used to 
require opening subordinate dialogs. The new integrated 3D viewer gives you the option 
of seeing 2D / 3D views of the same data set in the same GUI.  

 

This document specifically calls out the differences between 7.03.05 and the 
immediately preceding full-install release of SonarWiz 7.  Fixes and enhancements are 
called out separately, with enhancements highlighted in YELLOW): 

 

1.1 Overall Changes / Enhancements in Release 7.03.05 

Item coding: 

[JIRA code] – an issue code related to the customer issue in PhoneLog in some cases 

Title – subject line from JIRA item 

 

Staff Bug Reports Fixed 

[SW703-197] - Exporting Contacts to Geotiff in Contact Manager ignores selected 
contacts and creates a TIF of all contacts displayed 

[SW703-323] - Staff bug report: Multi-beam server 7.04.006 - crashes when multi-beam 
simulate selected 

[SW703-367] - Trackline names not displayed in Main Display for bathymetry files 

[SW703-371] - Issue with opening multiple digitizing windows and minimizing them 

[SW703-372] - Output Message Log corrupted when scrolled horizontally 

[SW703-376] - Far-field transparency allows transparency closer to nadir than intended 

[SW703-398] - SSS on plan view can have missing pings 

[SW703-400] - Trim to feature polygon action to take on files outside of polygon doesn't 
work 

[SW703-403] - SBP features not caught by rectangle selection on plan view 

[SW703-413] - Contact Manager, Cannot open the edit group of contacts dialog 

[SW703-416] - Crashes in release builds (not debug) when exporting a cropped mosaic 

 

Customer Bug Reports Fixed 

[SW703-205] - SBP Bandpass filter dialog allows invalid parameters to be set 

[SW703-289] - Bathy file outline appears strange after merge 
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[SW703-320] - MBES latency is being applied to laser scanner during merge operations 

[SW703-329] - Save Project as GeoTiff (Save As Image File dialog) File Information 
messages don't make sense 

[SW703-352] - CSF to XTF tool creates slant range corrected files that cannot be BT in 
SW 

[SW703-359] - Importing SBP data at X% of range to map makes it impossible to BT 

[SW703-363] - Save Project As Geoimage 8-bit export option is not 8-bit (Note 
transparency is not supported) 

[SW703-366] - CSF to XTF - Heading adjustments not working correctly. 

[SW703-381] - AutoTVG gain increasing down line when importing Kongsberg ALL files 
as SSS 

[SW703-382] - .COD files - Info at Cursor does not match annotations in digitizer view 

[SW703-388] - .COD file is removing 50+ ping sections in the Digitizing View 

[SW703-390] - Edgetech 6206 XTFs are importing some LF when importing HF (and 
vice versa) 

[SW703-391] - Adjust Displayed Range | Display User Specified Range - setting 
malfunctions 

[SW703-393] - Moving contacts causes disproportionate shift in contact height 

[SW703-395] - New method for computing target heights in SW implemented 

[SW703-399] - Time Zone differences between two projects (HF/LF) results in time 
offset 

[SW703-402] - Save mosaic as tiles - Exclude tiles with no sonar data  

[SW703-410] - 24bit Analog SBP issue - RT waterfall does not show DISPLAY 
POLARITY changes when selecting positive, negative, full 

[SW703-411] - Generate Lines Parallel doesnt work upon first click. 

[SW703-412] - Lease Block Boundary Files drop down not populated by overlays 
loaded into project 

[SW703-414] - Humminbird data is importing with channels swapped and user cant 
import ch2+1 

[SW703-415] - Improve Legacy Shapefile drawing speeds 

[SW703-417] - NavInjectorPro incorrectly indexed duplicate time stamps in input files 
leading to dropped pings and truncated files during the injection procedure 

 

Incremental changes specifically made in each intermediate release of SonarWiz 7 are 
described in the VERSION HISTORY section under SonarWiz  in the support site 
http://www.chestech-support.com  for your convenience. No login is required to access 
the SonarWiz  VERSION HISTORY information. 

 

1.2 Windows OS Compatibility – 7.01.001 and Later  Versions 

http://www.chestech-support.com/
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7.01.xxxx series software is only available in full 64-bit support, for production use. 
Windows7, and Windows10, 64-bit version OS run all functions of SonarWiz 7.  You 
should have a 4GB RAM minimum on the PC, with DirectX11 and a 3D-capable 
graphics card, to enjoy the full SonarWIz 7 graphics capabilities.  An i7 or faster CPU 
chipset is recommended. 

1.3 Real-time Servers  – all upgraded to version 7.0x.xx 

All the real-time servers were upgraded for the 6/30/2017 inaugural release of SonarwIz 
7. The new server versions were changed in these 2 ways: 

(1) Code-signing is supported, so that your server has a Windows-approved digital 
signature.  

(2) Installer destination folders have changed: the SERVERS folder of your 
SonarWiz7 Program Files folder is now the preferred installation folder. Be 
sure to change the DESTINATION path name dueing server installation, if you 
prefer to have it install to a SonarWiz6 SERVERS folder.  

 

1.4 Feature Highlights – 7.xx series 

Be sure to review the “Introduction to SonarWiz 7” PDF found in the DOCS folder of 
your SonarWiz 7 Program Files folder, for news about the differences between 
SonarWiz 6 and SonarWiz 7. You should by default find it here: 

 

C:\Program Files\Chesapeake Technology, Inc\SonarWiz7\Docs 

 

In that same folder, you will find a PDF explaining the new single-beam data-acquisition 
and post-processing options in SonarWiz 7, or you may download the reference from 
here: 

SonarWiz_Single-beam_Reference.pdf 

 

1.5 Feature Highlights – 6.05 series (and later versions) – New features 

Several new features in 6.05 series are worth noting, and these all carried forward into 
SonarWiz 7 as well: 

 

1. Single-precision backscatter processing in calibrated dB units. This great new 
feature required a database change. So if you are post-processing a bathymetry 
project, keep working the 6.04.0016 (and earlier) projects using version 
6.04.0016 or earlier. If you open one of these projects in 6.05.0002 or later 
versions, the database will be revised to be of 6.05 type, and then cannot be 
opened and worked any more, with 6.04.0016 or earlier versions.  
 

2. Sidescan import and color palette control – the new color control histograms will 
make sidescan import and display dramatically easier to manage.  See this 
tutorial video for details on color-window, nadir-filter, and CSF-file sidescan 
gridding, all 3 new 6.05-series features: 

http://www.chestech-support.com/download/ctisupport/SonarWiz_7/UserDocs/SonarWiz_Single-beam_Reference.pdf
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DidYouKnow? SS Mosaic - New Options - 6.05.0001 - tutorial video (4 min 50 secs) 

(1) color window - histogram control design (time 0:00 - 1:14) 
(2) nadir replacement filter demonstration (time 1:15 - 2:57) 
(3) Grids -> Create Grid -> CSF Sidescan - new gridding option (time 2:58 - 

4:50) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHt4pftReHI&feature=youtu.be 

 
3. Sub-bottom import and color palette control – the new color control histograms 

will make sub-bottom import and display dramatically easier to manage too. Note 
that a transition in sub-bottom data format occurred between releases 6.05.0001 
(and earlier versions) – which were CSF-file type 8-bit 0-255 scaled values, and 
6.05.0002 and later versions, where the sub-bottom data is kept in a high-
precision 16-bit floating-point database. Best to re-import anew rather than trying 
to “promote” older projects by opening them in 6.05.0002 or later versions.  
 
For good overall 6.04 / 6.05 SB import and display technique, please see this 
recent PDF: 
 

www.chestech-support.com/download/ctisupport/Sonarwiz_6/UserDocs/Sub-bottomImport_6.04_6.05_Advice.pdf 

 

1.6 SonarWiz 6.04 series – New graphics card and software requirements 

A consequence of the DirectX 11 (aka Direct3D 11) requirement for standard 6.04 
32/64-bit versions using upgraded bathy utility support software, is that your graphics 
card and your OS needs to support DirectX11 and this may be a new change for you. It 
rules out running the standard 6.04-series, if your OS or graphics card cannot support 
DirectX11.  To help the legacy OS/graphics-card users, we have available a "legacy" 
bathy utilities build available for 6.04, released upon request to users, which will run 
using .NET 4 and XNA 4, does not use DirectX11, and can run on older systems (e.g. 
WindowsXP and some versions of VISTA)  where the graphics card or OS does not 
support DirectX 11. 

 

We describe details of the new SonarWiz 6.04 series DirectX 11 requirement in our PC / 
OS Recommendations tutorial PDF, which is available on the www.chestech-
support.com web-site, in the TUTORIALS section, always near the top: 

 
http://www.chestech-support.com/download/ctisupport/SonarWiz_5/UserDocs/SonarWiz_PC_OS_Recommendations.pdf 

 

This link will always provide you with the most recent version of the document. 

 

DirectX11 can be added to VISTA if you have SP2, or Windows7, by specific-update 
downloads, though it comes standard for your Windows8 / Windows 10.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHt4pftReHI&feature=youtu.be
http://www.chestech-support.com/download/ctisupport/Sonarwiz_6/UserDocs/Sub-bottomImport_6.04_6.05_Advice.pdf
http://www.chestech-support.com/
http://www.chestech-support.com/
http://www.chestech-support.com/download/ctisupport/SonarWiz_5/UserDocs/SonarWiz_PC_OS_Recommendations.pdf
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You may need to do some research on individual graphics cards to see if your graphics 
card supports DirectX11. 

1.7 Feature Highlight – 6.01.0023 (and later versions) – CUBE processing  

New since version SonarWiz 6.01.0023 is the beta-test implementationof CUBE 
processing fro bathymetry gridding. CUBE stands for Combined Uncertainty and 
Bathymetric Estimator, and is a very important algorithm choice for SonarWiz 
bathymetry post-processors. The SonarWiz design is based upon the work of Dr. Brian 
Calder at UNH in the Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping and Joint Hygrographic 
Center, and his published papers on this topic. Basucally CUBE processing allows you 
to get an estimate of the quality or uncertainty of your bathymetric data record.  

 

1.7.1 Selecting CUBE type gridding in SonarWiz 6.01.0023 (and later versions) 

To opt for CUBE type gridding, as opposed to the standard gridding options supported 
in 6.01.0022 and earlier version of SonarWiz, use the green OPTIONS icon, and select 
BATHYMETRY OPTIONS like this: 
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By default “Original .NET 32-bit gridder” is selected, when you open this dialog. Select 
either of the “New CUBE” options to try gridding in CUBE method, instead.  

1.7.2 Creating CUBE-based grids 

In the Project Explorer, you select GRIDS and right-click to get the Create New Grid 
option.  

 

 

New, in version 6.01.0023 and later versions, if you have selected either “New CUBE” 
option in the options dialog, then the grid design dialog will appear like this below: 
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1.7.3 CUBE Gridding Options to Consider – surface type, and algorithm 

The first choice to make is whether you wish to view and qualify backscatter (amplitude) 
or depth (bathymetry) data “surface” using the CUBE algorithms for gridding.  

 

In the second dialog box, you will see 2 new algorithm options which had not been 
available in the original gridding dialogs. In addition to the standard mean and median 
gridding algorithms, in CUBE processing you get these two new oes: 

(1) the option to select BLEND, and  

(2) the option to select NEAREST RANGE.  

 

1.7.4 CUBE Grid Output Types for Amplitude and Depth 

For Amplitude (Backscatter) type data gridding, these are the options for grid output 
type: 

 

For Depth (bathymetry) type data gridding, when you select CUBE full algorithm, three 
more type of grid outputs are available: 
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1. Uncertainty is better when it is a small number – that implies more accuracy.  

 

2. Hypothesis count is also better as a small number. The algorithm groups 
samples, and if multiple groups exist, the lesser the number of groups, often 
means the better, if, as is typical, you are really looking for one group – the 
seafloor. If there is very good single-grouping of data samples, you can have a 
hypothesis count of one. With an apparent bimodal distribution, you can have a 
hypothesis count of 2. Three or more hypotheses means the data spread out into 
as LEAST 3 differantiable “clumps”, so 3 or more hypotheses were necessary.  

 

3. Hypothesis strength is the relative merit of a hypothesis, and is a ratio of the 
hypothesis count, divided by the hypothesis rank, subtracted from 5. Strength 
ranges from 0 to 5, with 0 being STRONGEST. For example, with 5 hypotheses, 
the first-ranked (best) hypotheses will have a strength of (5 - 5/1) = 0. We’ll give 
more examples as we move from beta-test to tested product stage, but this gives 
you a preliminary idea of the features.   

1.7.5 Choice of CUBE  Error Model – during MERGE 

During the MERGE process, whether you have selected CUBE gridding options or not, 
releases 6.01.0023 and beyond offer these choices: 

(1) Type of error model to apply, and 
(2) Level of model to apply: 

 

1. For error model type, you get these choices: 
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2. If IHO model has been chosenfor the Error Model  (simple, or full), then a 
secondary choice that applies is the IHO Error Model Order, which options are as 
follows: 

 
You can read more about the IHO standards and the error model types, here: 
 

https://www.iho.int/iho_pubs/standard/S-44_5E.pdf 
 
See Chapter 1, Section 1, for a preliminary description of Special Order 1, etc., 
then more detail in Table 1. in that publication.  

 

 

 

1.8 Feature Highlight – 6.01 series – bathymetry post-processing revisions 

New in SonarWiz 6.01 series, is the vessel editor capabilities and scope. Now vessel 
definition is required for bathymetry post-processing, and it includes definition and 
identification of the primary bathymetry sensor – the sonar sensor, e.g. Edgetech 6205, 
or Kongsberg Geoswath. Previously, the main sensor type choice was part of the 

https://www.iho.int/iho_pubs/standard/S-44_5E.pdf
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settings choices which could be made in “bathymetry settings” during bathy file import, 
but this is no longer the case.  

 

Note that the SonarWiz bathy architecture is under revision, and you may see 
differences in import results, say between 5.06.0065, 5.07.0012, and 6.01.0007. The 
results looks similar between 5.06.0065 and 5.07.0011, but then they begin to reflect 
new changes in underlying architecture. In the 5.08 and 6.01 series, we have new 
requirements for vessel definition, with bathymetry settings and sensor definition 
becoming associated with vessel definition, and 3 sensors required – Swath bathy 
sensor, GPS (position), and MRU, at a minimum. Please contact support for help if you 
are trying 5.08 or 6.01 series bathymetry post-processing, and encounter any new or 
unfamiliar situations.  

 

Since 5.08.0006, several new PDF help tutorial / reference type documents are 
included for bathymetry post-processing in the DOCS sub-folder of your 
SonarWiz Program Files folder. These will really help you bring out the best in 
your bathymetry data. 

 

1.9 Feature Highlight – 5.07 series - new Full Resolution Import Options 

New in 5.07.0001 and later releases, is the ability to specify expanded import resolution 
during sidescan file import, which can be useful if your file contains more than 1024 
samples per channel. The new OPEN dialog options are a series of 3 radio-button 
choices here: 
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To demonstrate this new feature, we have a sample data file link inside this PDF: 

 

Example Bathy Import Tutorial Example _ Edgetech 4600 JSF - Normandy Ship-wreck: 

www.chestech-support.com/download/ctisupport/SampleData/SonarWiz5_Bathy_Post-processing_Tutorial1.pdf 

 

http://www.chestech-support.com/download/ctisupport/SampleData/SonarWiz5_Bathy_Post-processing_Tutorial1.pdf
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This Edgetech 4600 JSF file imports nicely using these FileTypeSpeciicOption values: 

 
 

Importing this Edgetech 4600 JSF file using the 1024 choice, results in this view: 

 
The file itself contains 8048 samples per channel (e.g. each ping recorded 8048 
samples stbd, and 8048 samples port), but we have imported only 1024 samples per 
channel, so there is almost 8:1 downsampling across-track. The DigitizerView of this 
data imported at 1024 samples per channel appears like this: 
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Inside the XTF folder of this project, we renamed the JSF file to create 3 identical 
copies, but saved it as 3 different file names to allow easy import and comparison of the 
same 3 files at 3 different import resolutions. Importing it at 2048 samples per channel is 
done like this: 
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When the file has imported into the mosaic and you select it and right-click and select 
the PROPERTIES from the drop-menu, in case you have forgotten, you can see the 
import resolution there: 

 

This new import shows 2048 samples per channel and presents like this in the 
DigitizerView – a little clearer: 
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Finally, we import the same line renamed ... 4096 and use the 4096 samples per 
channel choice: 
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The file does not appear much different at the same magnification in the mosaic, though 
the properties show that this import has 4096 samples per channel: 
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The DigitizerView of this file also appears to have a bit more detail: 
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Another comparison to make is a same-resolution image capture of a contact on each 
line. Give it a try and see which you prefer! 

 

1.10 Feature Highlight – new Virtual Image Waterfall Control 

New in 5.06.0060 release, and up until 5.06.0065 release, was an experimental image 
control choice in the Digitizer View GUI. In the 5.08 series, this is a standard default 
viewing option, though you can select for the older static-type image view with a 
checkbox. 
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The older style image control technique option, can be selected in the DigitizerView of 
your sidescan data, using this check-box shown below: 

 

 

 

Here’s an introductory tutorial vide explaining this new feature. Please give it a try! It 
plays (MP4 format) with QUICKTIME, a video utility free to download.  

 

SonarWiz5.06.0060_Experimental_Waterfall_Image_Control_Video_MP4 

 

1.10.1 New Virtual Image Waterfall Control – Usage Highlights 

This feature was introduced to provide better image viewing and control. The earlier 
versions of SonarWiz only provided the original (older) design of waterfall image 
rendering, which used a statically generated PNG format image. This took time to load 
and view, and was not optimal for presenting a full-resolution image, for all image sizes.  

 

The new experimental image control addresses these design issues and provides a 
better solution. Only the image portion within the viewer itself is rendered, and it is done 
dynamicall, so load time is much faster, and the technique supports full resolution 
rendering for all image sizes. We are calling it “virtual image control”, and it has these 
control options: 

 

(1) Zoom up and down by rolling the scroll wheel on your mouse, or left-mouse-click 
on the right-side up-down scroll bar button and moving it; 

(2) Pan up left and rigth using the bottom pan-control slide-bar button, grabbing it 
with a left-mouse-click and moving it, like before; 

(3) Also pan by holding the left-click of the mouse, and moving the mouse; 
(4) New ZOOM option: press CTRL and use the mouse scroll wheel. Roll forward 

zooms IN, and roll backwards zooms OUT; 

https://www.hightail.com/download/ZUcwblRuTWNVVGtUWThUQw
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(5) A second ZOOM control to hold down the CTRL key, left-click of the mouse, then 
pan the mouse down and right, to create a zoom-rectangle cursor on the screen. 
Release the CTRL ket and left-click, and the image zooms in to expand a 
zoomed view within the rectangular zoom cursor; 

(6) Make the window FULL RESOLUTION by changing to FULL SCREEN display; 
(7) Restore to the original image size by clicking the FIT WIDTH button. 

 
In release 5.07.0001 and later releases, this became the default new mode of viewing 
data, so the Digitizer View choice now appears like this. The default is an OPEN 
checkbox: 

and if you wish to use the previous style of Digitizer View viewing of files, you need to 
select the checkbox and the viewer will refresh: 
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1.10.2 WindowsXP Does Not Support Virtual Image Mode Waterfall 

This new mode requires .NET 4.5.1 level and cannot be used with WindowsXP. If you 
have WindowsXP, stck with the old style DigitiEr View waterfall mode by selecting this 
OPTIONS -> AdvancedOptions checkbox: 
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2 Release 5.04.0001 – High Resolution Features Set Introduction 

2.1 High Resolution Feature Release Summary 

Beginning with SonarWiz V5.04.0001, a new version of the CSF file was introduced. 
This file version is designated V18, and its main purpose is to allow SonarWiz to 
process and store (in CSF format) higher resolution files than have hitherto been 
possible. You can see the file version, whether V17 or V18, under the PROPERTIES 
feature after selecting a Sonar Line in the mosaic view and right-clicking. 

 

Prior to Version 5.04.0001,  SonarWiz read and wrote V17 CSF files, which could only 
store 513 samples per channel in each ping record. V18 CSF files allow for ping records 
with either 513 or 1024 samples per channel. 

 

Details: 
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 SonarWiz 5.04+ reads, manipulates, and updates both V17 and V18 CSF files. 
This means that projects created with pre-V5.04 software will be usable in 
V5.04+ without the need to up-rev (promote) the CSF files. 

 If SonarWiz V5.04+ updates a V17 CSF file, the updated file remains a V17 file. 
This means that old projects “touched” by SonarWiz V5.04+ are still readable by 
old versions of SonarWiz. 

 When SonarWiz V5.04+ makes a new CSF file as a result of importing or real 
time data capture, that file, by default, will be a V18 file. Depending on the 
resolution of the source data, the CSF file with either be high-resolution (1024 
samples per channel) or low-resolution (512 samples per channel). All other 
things being equal, a high res file will be approximately twice the size of a low 
resolution file. 

 By default, new projects made with SonarWiz V5.04+ will not be compatible with 
older versions of SonarWiz. This is because the default behavior of V5.04+ is to 
make V18 CSF files. 

 If necessary, in 5.04, 5.06, and 5.06 series software, a user can force SonarWiz 
to always make V17 CSF files. This is done by checking the “Maintain Backward 
Compatibility” checkbox on the PREFERENCES – ADVANCED dialog, or on the 
CREATE PROJECT dialog. This option disdappeared in 5.07 series software. 

 If the Backward Compatibility option is checked, then new projects will be 
compatible with old versions of SonarWiz. However, the CSF files created will 
always be low resolution, regardless of the resolution of the source data. 

 

2.2 High Resolution Feature Set Overview 

 

The most significant enhancement in V5.04 is a two-fold increase in across track 
resolution of sidescan sonar data. This means that mosaics, contact images and 
waterfall images now have twice as many sonar samples as before. To take advantage 
of this new feature requires creating a new project and importing files just as you would 
before. If you open an existing project created with an earlier version of SonarWiz, it will 
still open with the original standard resolution and you will be able to continue to work 
with that project in version 5.04 as well as earlier versions. The resolution increase 
happens when the data is first imported in post-processing or acquired during real-time 
data collection. Note that this feature existed in 5.04, 5.05. and 5.06, but all projects 
converted to high-esolution type early in the 5.07-series, and low-resolution projects are 
not an option after that. 

 

When you create a new project in SonarWiz 5.04, you’ll notice a new check box on the 
project creation dialog as highlighted below. 
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This checkbox allows you to control how SonarWiz will store the sonar data that you 
import into your project. If you check the Maintain backward compatibility mode, your 
project files will be 100% backwardly compatible with earlier versions of SonarWiz 5 but 
will only contain the standard resolution of earlier versions of SonarWiz. If you leave the 
Maintain backward compatibility mode unchecked, your project files will contain the 
doubled resolution but you will not be able to open these files with earlier versions of 
SonarWiz. 

 

If you’re working with sonars that provide fewer than 1024 samples per channel, you will 
not see any difference in the quality of the imagery because the higher resolution data is 
simply not available from the raw sonar. File types that will not see an improvement 
from this new enhancement include the Imagenex .81s and older Marine Sonic .MST.  

 

You’ll also see some changes in our bottom tracker window that allows you to observe 
the waterfall imagery at standard resolution or full resolution. As shown below: 
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Figure 1. Bottom Tracker Standard Resolution 
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Figure 2. Bottom Tracker with Full Resolution Enabled  

 

You’ll see similar results in the Sidescan Digitizer View too, as well as several other 
lesser enhancements listed below, which were added in stepping from release 
5.03.0038 to 5.04.0001:  

 

 Store heave compensation values into XTF file. Previously we only wrote the 
heave values into SEGY files.  

 Add option to Survey Line Manager to clear all survey lines from the helmsman’s 
display.  

 Add new JSF file auto scaling option to get a better looking record for JSF files 
when importing.  

 Enhance the SSS speed correction algorithm to provide finer scale tracking of 
speed variations.  
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 Change the default setting for the contact sonar images to use the processed 
data instead of the raw data which is what it was previously using.  

 

3 Use Case Examples 

3.1 Reading an existing project  with 5.04.xxxx – maintaining low-res format 

Here’s an example of having an existing project, created with SonarWiz5.03.0038 or 
earlier versions, and opening it with 5.04.0001 software. 

 

The existing project will have CSF files stored at V17 format, which is low-resolution. If 
you start SonarWiz5.04.0001 however, the default “Maintain Backward Compatibility” 
checkbox in the CREATE PROJECT dialog is not available to you, since you are not 
creating a new project – you are opening an existing one. When you open the project by 
selecting the MML file, and then click on the top menu-bar “wrench” icon to see 
“PROJECT SETTINGS”, your project will look like this: 

 
That is, the project will create V18 CSF files in high-resolution mode if either new data 
files are recorded, or if a file import occurs.  

 

If you simply view and post-process the existing CSF files in the project, they will remain 
in V17 format.  If you really want to maintain backward compatibility, and re-import files 
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into this project and have a homogeneous set of V17 files in it, simply open the 
OPTIONS dialog, select ADVANCED, and then check the checkbox to select “Maintain 
backward compatibility with older versions of SonarWiz”, like so: 

 

 
 

Doing this will maintain V17 format CSF files in this project.  

 

3.2 Reading an existing project  with 5.04.xxxx – converting to high-res format 

Using SonarWiz 5.04.xxxx , open an existing project which had been created with 
SonarWiz5.03.0038 or earlier software. See what the “CONFIGURE AN EXISTING 
PROJECT dialog shows. By default, the project will open in “High Resolution Mode”.  

 

If it says “Compatible mode”, then use the OPTIONS -> Advanced dialog to open the 
checkbox to “Maintain Backward Compatibility”, enabling the conversion of the project 
to high-resolution mode, close the checkbox and restart SonarWiz. Now the project will 
open and say “High Resolution Mode” in the project configuration display. 

 

To convert the existing V17 CSF files in the project to V18 high-resolution format, simply 
delete each CSF file and re-import each raw sonar file into a new CSF file, and re-do 
the post-processing steps. The newly created CSF files will be high-resolution V18 
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format. If you are uncertain about a project and want to experiment, just make a copy of 
the existing project, and then open the copy … leaving the original project untouched. 

 

To see if the raw sonar files contained 513 samples/ channel (low resolution raw data), 
or 1024 samples / channel (high resolution raw data), after importing a file (1) select it in 
the mosaic view and right-click and then (2) select PROPERTIES, like so: 
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The resulting PROPERTIES dialog will show you 2 valuable pieces of information: 
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The good news for this project is that my CSF file is now represented in V18 format, 
meaning that if the raw sonar data contained 1024 samples/channel, I would see a 
dramatic doubling in mosaic, waterfall, digitizer view, and bottom-tracker view of my 
data. (Note that VERSION disappears from PROPERTIES in the 5.07 series software, 
as all projects are internall upgraded to V18). 

 

The less cheerful news is that the samples per channel show that my original sonar XTF 
data file had only 513 samples per channel, so I will really see no difference in this 
project whether viewing it in “compatible mode” or “high-resolution mode”. To see 
dramatic changes, you need to have high-resolution (1024 samples/channel) in your 
raw sonar data.  

 

3.3 PLAYBACK - Another way to view samples/channel in your raw sonar file 

One other way to see the sample/channel value represented in your raw sonar data is 
via the PLAYBACK feature. This currently works only for XTF or SEGY files, but if you 
have either of those, you are in luck.  

 

When you select Post Processing -> Playback in SonarWiz 5.04.0001 and then select a 
raw sonar file, you do not even have to play if back, but the file will be read and internal 
contents will be displayed like this:” 
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In this case, it reveals that my data are low-resolution (512 samples/channel)  format. 

 


